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By Alan L. Gilchrist and
Louise A. Halper
HEN RONALD RKAGAN BECAME PRES1dent, he told Americans that his
unprecedented military buildup would bring peace by
bolstering the U.S. at the bargaining table. A
position of strength, he likes to say, is the
basis for negotiation. But many believe
Reagan's aim is to end the arms control process and win nuclear superiority over the
"Evil Empire." As a result of the most recent
Soviet concession at the Washington summit, Reagan will be put to the test: is his
ultimate goal victory over the Soviet Union
or is it peace?
His approach to nuclear weapons has been
to advocate the Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDl) or Star Wars and arms reductions. But
Star Wars could be used to shield an aggressor from retaliation. Reagan himself concedes this danger. "If paired with offensive
systems, [Star Wars] can be viewed as fostering an aggressive policy," he said in 1983.
Deploying Star Wars at the same time
strategic weapons are being reduced would
be especially dangerous. Indeed, at Reykjavik, Mikhael Gorbachev told Reagan that
"only a fool" would reduce strategic weapons
while the other side is committed to deploying a space shield.
Why? Because if each superpower has
fewer nuclear weapons, the one with a shield
against retaliation might be tempted to
launch a first strike at a reduced number of
targets from behind its shield. The acknowledged American lead in advanced technology could give the U.S. that option. In fact,
if advanced testing and development of Star
Wars components proceeds successfully, a
realistic theory for nuclear weapon use will
exist for the first time since 1949.
The first-strike threat: This isn't a question of whether the U.S. intends to launch a
first strike. Treaties are not based on the
parties' stated intentions. Just as every nuclear missile is presumed to carry the
maximum number of warheads for which it
has been tested, a weapons system is judged
by its capability, not the intention of its
creators. By the same token, even though
most experts give Star Wars a slim chance
of success, the Soviets have to negotiate as
though it were sure to work. If Star Wars
could threaten a first strike, the Soviets must
assume the threat is real.
Obviously, no superpower can tolerate
that hazard. Former Secretary of Defense
James Schlesinger predicted, "The natural
response of either of the superpower competitors to the deployment of defenses will
be to expand offensive forces." When Gorbachev said during his Washington press
conference that the Soviet response to Star
Wars deployment would be "asymmetrical"
and "100 times cheaper," Schlesinger's prescience was confirmed.
With Gorbachev unable to reduce arms if
Star Wars is deployed and Reagan adamant
on Star Wars, how can an arms reduction
treaty be negotiated? The middle ground between the two positions may have been
found last fall in the administration's negotiations with leading Senate arms control
specialist Sam Nunn (D-GA). In order to get
the military budget through Congress, the
administration agreed to bar Star Wars testing for a year, and to forego any attempt at
earJy deployment of a Star Wars system dur-
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Soviet compromise on Star Wars
may reveal Reagan's nuclear aims
ing Reagan's presidency.
Earlier in Reagan's second term, the administration, with then-Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger leading the charge, had
argued that the ABM treaty does not bar
space testing and development of defensive
systems. But Nunn and most of his Senate

ARMS CONTROL
colleagues, as well as the treaty's negotiators
on both sides, maintained that ABM prohibits
such testing. There was no agreement on
whose interpretation was correct. But the
administration's concessions to Nunn meant
that, for the rest of Reagan's presidency, no
action would be taken by the US. inconsistent with the Senate and the Soviet Union's
traditional understanding of the signators'
obligations under ABM.
Building on that compromise, the Soviets
dropped their demand that Reagan give up
Star Wars as a plan for the future. They signalled the concession by repeated assertions
before the Washington summit that Star
Wars is not an impediment to a Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty (START) and that the
ultimate decision whether to build it lies with
the US.
This means that arms reductions do not
have to await a final resolution of the Star
Wars issue. Instead Gorbachev will take a
seven-to-10-year guarantee that the US. will
continue to adhere to the ABM treaty, prohibiting advanced Star Wars testing and development.
How does this fit into the arms reduction
treaty the superpowers could make? The
plan worked out at Reykjavik remains the
framework: 50 percent of offensive missiles
are to be cut within a specified period; at its
close, a negotiated plan for reduction to zero
offensive missiles is to go into effect. If both
reductions actually take place, no strategic,
or superpower-to-superpower, nuclear
capability will exist by the year 2000.
That plan satisfied Reagan's oft-stated ambition to reduce nuclear weapons, not
merely limit their rate of increase. But by
reducing the number of targets, it could
leave the Soviet Union vulnerable to a first
strike if the US. builds Star Wars. So in the
interest of their national security, the Soviets
must, at a bare minimum, ensure that Star
Wars is not ready to be deployed in the first,
and most dangerous, period of reductions.
Gorbachev's new concession achieves this
minimum goal. As long as Star Wars is not
developed during the first step of reductions,
nor tested so that it can be deployed immediately after, he will not insist that the
US. renounce its right to build Star Wars in
the future.
Something for everyone: The proposal
is a genuine attempt at compromise. Indeed,
it is the maximum concession that the
Soviets can make without conceding, as no
superpower ever would, a destabilizing advantage to its adversary.
Gorbachev does not get the ban on Star
Wars that the Soviets have sought since the
day after it was proposed, but he does get

president may have established a cooperative relationship with Gorbachev, while
Americans will have had a chance to judge
the success of perestroika and glamost.
Then the choice may be easy: further missile cuts with adherence to ABM or a trilliondollar outlay for a new arms race in space.
The end of Star Wars could come through a
mutual, but independent, decision of both
superpowers.
And what if Reagan does not accept this
proposal? The first and most obvious possibility is that the same deal will be offered to
the next president, who is unlikely to be as
committed to Star Wars as Reagan is. On the
other hand, the new president will not have
been personally involved in negotiations and
is less likely to carry the right-wing clout
a period of time during which the US. may that Reagan does. Clearly, the Soviets would
change its mind about the need for Star Wars. prefer to have Reagan's imprimatur on such
Reagan must leave to the future the Star an agreement.
Wars question, but he gets the 50 percent If the treaty is rejected? In that case,
reductions in offensive arms that would there will be no reduction in arms, but in
make Star Wars more effective.
fact an increase, as the Soviets seek to
In making his concession, Gorbachev has, counter the space shield's first-strike capain effect, taken Reagan at his word. Star Wars, bility by maximizing targets. The offensive
Reagan says, is not a threat to the Soviets, force limitations of SALT II, already violated
not an attempt to gain a strategic advantage by the US. in 1987, would be breached by
over an adversary, not a plan to allow one the Soviets as well and become a dead letter.
side to dictate political terms to the other At the same time, the Soviets would no doubt
under the threat of a deterrent-proof nuclear proceed with their own space shield profirst strike.
gram. In the US., Star Wars testing in space
The Soviets are saying to Reagan: If that would breach the ABM treaty.
is so, and you will not abandon Star Wars,
The structure of arms control, so painstakat least give us the time to develop it at the ingly and painfully created over the post-war
same pace as you, to gain the knowledge period, would crumble. It is a bleak outlook
that you claim you plan to share with us in but, we would then have to conclude, the
the future. What you give up is no more than natural outcome of Reagan's refusal to give
what you claim not to seek—that is, the at- up the search for victory over the Soviet
tempt to gain a destabilizing edge.
Union.
Both sides agree a treaty would also reIn December Reagan took a giant step in
quire "intensive discussions of strategic sta- the opposite direction when he signed the
bility" for three years before the ABM adher- INF agreement. At the Washington summit,
ence period ends. If either side then wishes he looked every inch the peacemaker, calling
off the Cold War for a week of unparalleled
euphoria about Soviet-American relations.
If you will not give up
But events are moving fast, and in Moscow
this summer the Soviets will force an even
Star Wars, say the
more fundamental decision on him, one that
Soviets, let us develop it will finally reveal the intention of Reagan's
military buildup.
at the same pace as you.
If his aim has really been to negotiate from
All you give up is what
a position of strength, he has extracted every
you claim not to seek- major concession possible and can reap the
fruits of his efforts, entrusting the fate of Star
the attempt to gain a
Wars to his successors. Then, whatever else
history has to say about him, Reagan will be
destabilizing edge.
remembered as the hard-nosed negotiator
who finally broke the spiral of the arms race.
to withdraw from ABM, it may do so if with- If, on the other hand, he refuses the period
drawal is in "its supreme interest" and six of ABM adherence that is the single concesmonths' advance notice is given. Withdrawal sion asked of him, Americans and history
from ABM then would signal the intention will know that his objective has not been to
to proceed with Star Wars, dooming the next make peace, but to destabilize the nuclear
round of cuts in nuclear weapons. Missile balance, rendering the world vastly more
forces that had been cut in the first 50 per- dangerous for those who outlive him. G
cent round would probably be rebuilt.
But the Soviets believe that a new arms Alan L. Gilchrist is a professor of psychology
race in space is not the inevitable outcome at Rutgers University and a member of the
of their proposal. In seven to 10 years, a Union of Concerned Scientists. Louise A.
period of supervised reductions of long- Halper is a member of the Lawyers Alliance
range weapons will be completed. A new for Nuclear Arms Control.
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New Hampshire nudist Bob Bonser puts his lot with Pat Robertson

Pat Robertson's
support is broad
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Those who think Pat Robertson's "invisible army" is just a bunch of uptight prudes with a fetish for politics
should join Robert Bonser some
summer Sunday as he, his wife Mary,
their two children and eight grandchildren stroll to church dressed in
no more than God gave them.
Bob and Mary Bonser own and operate Cedar Waters Nudist Park in
Nottingham, New Hampshire—"the
largest nudist resort in New England"—in accordance with their
evangelical beliefs. At Cedar Waters,
up to 1,000 summer visitors are subject to Bonser's interpretation. of
God's dress code. In this Eden, rockribbed morality and unashamed
nakedness go hand-in-hand.
"Nudism is not an unpardonable
sin [that] couldn't be washed away
by the blood of Jesus," Bonser says.
Genial, gray and grizzled at 67, the
World War II veteran has been letting
the breeze blow through his legs,
weather permitting, since 1950,
when a doctor told him to "get some
sun" to help an illness.
A full gun rack hangs on Bonser's
office wall. Mentioning the Seabrfeok
nuclear power plant brings his condemnation of "scum-of-the-earth"
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis
who, Bonser says, will cause New
Englanders to run out of electricity
by shutting down the reactor. And
when he describes zoning unconstitutional and "communistic seizure of our property," it becomes
clear Bonser's not just some acid-

burned Jesus freak cavorting free
and naked with angels in shaded
glades. This man is serious.
Of the 10 television evangelist
shows he supports, Robertson's "700
Club" was not his favorite. But when
Robertson took the plunge and announced his candidacy, Bonser's
heart told him to pick Pat at the polls.
"1 wanted a Christian," he explains.
"Otherwise I'd have been for Kemp."
After Bonser became a campaign
contributor, he called Robertson's
headquarters to express his support.
Soon thereafter Robertson workers
showed up with an eight-by-fourfoot Robertson sign to hang beneath
• the "Cedar Waters Nudist Park" marquee on Route 125, some three miles
from Bonser's resort.
Cedar Water's 350 forested acres,
traced with roads and hiking trails,
are centered on a 30-acre lake and
dotted with clumps of house trailers
and tiny summer cottages. The summer guests, some third-generation
nudists, have made themselves at
home by naming their residences
with monikers like "Whistle Stop,"
"Rawhide Valley" and 'The Lord's
Retreat." One clearing, designated
"Bare-lt-All Corral," is used for larger
get-togethers.
Twenty-five families live yearround at Cedar Waters. Other than
Bonser's assertion that "this is
Robertson country" and a half-dozen
bumper stickers on parked cars,
there is no way to tell how many
were actually enthused with "God's
candidate."
But to stay at Cedar Waters, it
helps to be an evangelical Christian.
Consider the rules: "sexual promiscuity and excessive physical con-
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tact" are banned, as are alcohol,
pets, spitting in the lake and denying
Jesus.
,
Swimsuits, too, are against the
rules, even when windsurfing. An exception is made for the pathologically modest, who may don bottoms
but are enjoined from wading deeper
than their knees. Bonser seems
epidemic-conscious; guests are told
to put their posterior on a towel
when sitting on common chairs,
benches, picnic tables, in the "Grin
& Bare It Restaurant" and in the
sauna.
Cedar Waters is supposed to be
"families and couples only," but
Bonser says he's flexible. "If you
bring your girlfriend and talk to us
for a while, we'll go ahead and let
you in." Cedar Waters literature also
makes a point of mentioning dog and
horse tracks nearby, perhaps indicating this evangelical nudist has nothing against gambling dens, either.
Bonser is well known in New
Hampshire for his refusal to allow
the town of Nottingham selectmen
to zone his park. He says he's gone
to jail four times for a total of 113
days and been assessed $500,000 in
fines for refusing to comply with regulations that Bonser says are designed to puf him out of business.
"The Constitution -says the land is
mine," he says, invoking echoes of
the state's "Live Free or Die" motto.
"1 can do what I want on it."
Bonser readily agrees Robertson
would shut down Cedar Waters if he
could but, he says, shrugging at this
crazy mixed-up world we live in,
"Jesus says, 'just grin and bare it.'"
-Andrew Galarneau

